A planning method of a long distance transporation network that can obtain a human-expert level acurate solution with human interaction is requied to optimize a cooperative logistics network as shown in fig. 1 . In this paper, we propose a selfish constraint satisfaction GA to achieve the above requirement. In this GA, each gene of an individual satisfies only its constraints selfishly, disregarding the constraints of other genes in the same individual. Further, to some extent, even individuals that violate constraints can survive over generations and are given the chance of improvement. In our experiments, this GA can obtain accurate solution with interactive performance for the hard constraint problem such as ours.
normal VRP solution method to this problem. This long-distance transportation network has to syncronize with not only the production plan of many factories, but also transportation plans of many parts-collection sub-networks. In addition, this network has the following features. 1) This network covers very large area. 2) A vehicle pickups and delivers parts simertinuously. 3) There are multiple depots in the network. 4) Some parts are directly transported not through depots.
To solve this problem, we propose a selfish constraint satisfaction GA. To avoid falling into the local minimum, this method keeps variaty of individuals by the selfish mthod. Moreover, the constraint pre-checking method improves the GA convergence speed.
Firstly, to evaluate the accuraccy of the proposed method, we applied it to VRP benchmark problems. We compared the method with the global constraint satisfaction (non selfish) GA. Table 1 lists the accuracy of the both methods for a hard time constraint problem and a weak time constraint problem. The proposed method derivered a solution with less than 3.0% error for both problems.
Then, to evaluate the applicability of the proposed method to the long-distance transportation network, we evaluated the two methods using a test case of the long-distance transportation network. Table 2 shows that the proposed method can obtain the about 10% better solution than the global constraint satisfaction GA. To build a cooperative logistics network covering multiple enterprises, a planning method that can build a long-distance transportation network is required. Many strict constraints are imposed on this type of problem. To solve these strict-constraint problems, a selfish constraint satisfaction genetic algorithm (GA) is proposed. In this GA, each gene of an individual satisfies only its constraint selfishly, disregarding the constraints of other genes in the same individuals. Moreover, a constraint pre-checking method is also applied to improve the GA convergence speed. The experimental result shows the proposed method can obtain an accurate solution in a practical response time.
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Step 1. 初期個体を発生させる。
Step 2. 各個体の適応度を求める。
Step 3. 適応度が上位の個体を選択して次世代に残す。
Step 4. 交叉処理を行う。
Step 5. 突然変異処理を行う。
Step 6. 一定世代毎に制約違反の修復を行う。
Step 7. 終了世代に到達していれば終了する。
Step 8.
Step 3 表 2 ベンチマーク問題での精度検証 Table 5 .
Accuracy for a long distance transportation problem.
Method Cost
Global constraint satisfaction GA 13,512
Selfish constraint satisfaction GA 12,132
